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ABSTRACT
CSCW seems to have a persistent problem of understand-
ing the nature of “cooperative workp’. ~is paper argues
that thii problem is a direct restit of not looking at the dy-
namic aspects of work – Le. that cooperative work is not
one timg, but ditierent things at ~erent times and in dif-
ferent places. Based on Activity ~eory the paper gives a
concepturd frame for understanding the dynamics of col-
laborative work activities, and argues that the design of
computer support shotid view cooperative breakdowns not
ns a problem but as an important resource in design. ~ese
==~ents are based on empirical studies of hedthcare
work and the desi~ of a computer support for planning
and schedtimg operations and other activities witim a
hospiti.

Keywords
Cooperative wor~ dynamics, Activity ~eory, design,
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iNTRODUCTION
~Is paper is about tie nature of “cooperative wor~. Ex-
pEcitiy, it addresses the @namics of coopemtive work
such as when cooperation breti do~~ changes overtime,
and is perceived differently by Merent actors invoIved.
Understanding the dynamics of cooperative work is ex-
tremely important as a way to understand how to design
computer systems supporting cooperative work E com-
puter technology does not take into account support for the
dynamic development chanSe, and breakdown in coop
eration the system ftils. ~ has been shown in numerous
worh~lace studies [3, 6, 12,22, 23]. ActudIy, the impficit
assumption in many of the ethnographic studies made
within the reahn of CSCW is to study the dynamics, and
especitiy the breakdowns, in cooperative work as a way to
understand the ‘normti flow of work (c.f [6, 23]). Un-
fortunately, the dynamics of coopemtive work has not ex-
pticifly been addressed within CSCW. Questions We “how
does cooperation develop and change over time?, %vhat is
cooperation anyway? – can we iden~ different ~es of
coopemtion?, ‘and if so – how, whe$ and why does one
~~e of cooperation transform into another?, ‘\vhy does
coopemtion sometimes break do~~ and how do people re-
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cover from such breakdowns?”, and “why is the same
work viewed as cooperation in one situation and as com-
petition in another?” are extremely important, yet unan-
swered questions in our attempts to support cooperative
work by computer technology.

~s paper takes a theoretical starting point in understand-
ing the dynamics in cooperative work and provides a con-
ceptual tie for identi~ing, analyzing, and hence de-
signing for cooperative work. me paper builds on exten-
sive workplace studies within the Danish healthcare sector.
Based on this empirical basis the dynamics in hospital
work is analyzed and discussed, and computer support for
the dynamics in cooperative work is discussed with a
booking and schedtig systems as the focal point.

THE NOTIONOF COOPERATIVEWORK IN CSCW
Before turning to the tiework and the hospital case, let
us shortly consider the background for the present discus-
sion.

The Notion of “Cooperation” in Cooperative Work
By now – 14 years after Greif and Cashman’s workshop in
1984 – it still seems like the research field of CSCW
struggles with the issue of what CSCW exactly means.
Bannon [1] argues that the term CSCW seems to be an
‘tibrella term” covering a loose agglomeration of com-
munities. Hence, browsing through the proceedings of the
different CSCW conferences and the joumrd, we find pa-
pers on a wide varie~ of issues, such as worMow tech-
nologies, groupware, ethnographic workplace studies, par-
ticipatory design, labor issues, group psychology, etc.
Even though this in itself might not be a problem – this di-
versi~ of background might even be advantantageous, as
argued by Bannon [1] – it stil leaves problems in fostering
an internal and external discourse of ideas that we want to
dedicate the term CSCW for. Because we do have a pretty
good idea of what is meant by “computer suppoti’ this
confusion lies in an understanding of what we mean by
“cooperative wor~. And, as argued by Bannon and
Schmidt [2], as long as we intend to support “it” with
computers, it probably would be a good idea to know what
we are trdking abou~ as certainly at present the label “co-
operative worF seems to be applied to just about anything.

CSCW has been identified with the increasingly commer-
cird interest in “Groupware” and thereby identifying coop-
erative work with group work (cf. [13]). However, nar-
rowing down the detiition of cooperative work by using
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the psychological notion of a group with its social psy-
chological characteristics such as norms, roles, group pres-
sure, and confomity, does not seem to quite encompass
the intent of the CSCW field Generrdly, a group is defined
as a relatively smfl ensemble of peopIe, who interact and
communicate closely and who share the same gord. The
notions of cooperation solely through communication and
of a shared god are dubious, however. As a description of
tie medicd trajectory of a patien~ the medicrd record fos-
ters cooperation across department and professional
boundaries without intense communicatio~ and the coop
erative process of decision making in a surgical depart-
ment’s managerial group is a very differentiated process
involving the interaction and trade-ofi between mtitiple
gods, preferences, values, incentives, and inc~mations. By
focusing on the positive aspects of how people carry out
work together, such as cooperatio~ collaboration, and
commitmen~ instead of the difficdt aspects, such as com-
petition, cofic~ and control the field of CSCW has been
criticized for being hited in its understanding of coop-
erative work [14]. When looking into the organization of
hospids, an important aspect of work coordination in-
cludes the coficts between work goals and motivations
for coordination activities [23].

The Notion of Dynamics in tioperative Work
Trying to conceptitilze “cooperative wor~ needs how-
ever to address the dynamics of this work. Without men-
tioning it exTEcitiy, it seems as if such dynamic aspects of
cooperative work play a m~or, but impficit role in many of
the investigations of cooperative work done within CSCW.
Let me Wustrate this with three examples.

A centi debate within CSCW concerns the notion of
wor~ow systems. Many of the ideas of worMow systems
cme out of the office automation movemen~ viewing of-
fice work as routine work ready for rationtitic automa-
tion efforts. Hence, wortiow systems embed standard OP
emting procedures for routinely hantig office wo~ and
have as such been viewed as tie assembly he of the of-
fice. The we~-known work of Wynn and Suchrnan [22],
however, has sho~~mthat office work – even in the most
routine cases – is coopemtively handed in an ad hoc man-
ner within the cooperative work ensemble, where opemting
procedures do not in any sense control the flow of work
Thii notion of work is widely accepted within CSCW and
helps distinguish tie field from the fomer field of office
automation. But the ‘surviv# of wortiow systems, and
their commercial success, fl gives credit to its advocates’
ur=-ent that much work is characterized by routine that
can be coordinated effectively by formrd procedures and
scripts for actiom ~ls tension points to a need for under-
standing that cooperative work is not one or the other, but
might be both routine and cooperation at the same time. k
thii sense, concepts We routine, cooperation, coticts, etc.
might be viewed not as distinct categories of work but as
~erent mp=fi of the same work effoti

The concepturdization of cooperative work within tie
fi~ework of Coordination Mechanism [21] makes a
anrdyticd distinction between “coopemtive wor~ and “ar-
ticulation work=, tie later being the work actors do, caused

by their interdependency, in order to coordinate, schedule,
mesh, integrate~ etc., their cooperative work. Hence, ar-
ticulation work is an overhead to the cooperative work.
However, this view does not incoqorate any dynamic un-
derstanding of work in the sense that what is cooperative
work in one situation might be articulation in another, and
vice versa ~Is is nicely put by BOdker and Mogensen [7]
when they, based on an analysis of the cooperation be-
tween a labor inspection officer and his secretary, conclude
that “one woman’s job is another man’s articulation wor~
– i.e. that the same work from one perspective is viewed as
coordination of the ‘real work’, and from another perspec-
tive is viewed as the workper se.

The dynamics of cooperative work over time is also par-
ticular important in understanding work. Several sociologi-
cal studies of the introduction of computer technology
have adopted a “before-aftefl scheme of investigating the
impact on the work practices (e.g. [6, 12]). These studies
have tried to provide information about how work groups
develop, function, and change over time. Ofien cooperative
work can ordy be understood by studying the temporal un-
folding of tie work practices involved. h some cases, C*
operation is temporarily initiated in response to the re-
quirement within an organization (e.g. task-force groups).
h other cases, in emergency situations at hospitals for in-
stance, cooperation can have a more spontaneously instan-
tiation and course. And in stfll other cases, cooperation has
a quasi-pemanent character like in project teams and, fi-
nally, cooperation is in many cases of a permanent char-
acter within &ed organizational roles and responsibtiities.

Hence, cooperative work seems (at least) to be dynamic
across types of interaction, actors, and timq what might be
close cooperation in one situation might be routine in the
ne~ what is coordination for one actor is the work of an-
other, and cooperative efforts are constantly initiated and
finalized over time. Hence, a &ework trying to concep-
tuafie cooperative work activities needs to address such
dynamics in work.

The Notion of Breakdowns in Cooperative Work
Closely tied to the notion of dynamics in cooperative work
is the notion of a breakdown in the flow of work. This no-
tion of cooperative breakdowns has been a foundation for
most of the sociological research done within CSCW and
has been common to most of the workplace studies. Atten-
tion has been paid to studies of how people manage the
contingencies inherent to cooperative work and the meth-
ods they apply in order to recover from different break-
downs in the flow of work. The classic study of Suchman
[22], for instance, investigates how purchasing staff
worked together to solve a problem of an incomplete in-
voice, and Symon et al. [23] focus on hospital st=s nu-
merous deviations from ‘normal’ cooperative work and
their coping strategies, as a method to understand coopera-
tion and conflicts within hospitals. Moreover, several
CSCW studies have, not surprisingly, paid special atten-
tion to cooperative breakdowns caused by the introduction
of computer technology. For instance, how the smooth
flow of work at a print shop is disrupted by the introduc-
tion of computers [6] and how general practitioners in the
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~ encounted several breakdowns in their work when a
new computer-based medicd record was introduced [12].

The notion of cooperative breakdowns in work hence ex-
ists as an importan~ but ofien unartictiated background for
much of the work done in CSCW. The intent of this paper
is to address the dynamics in cooperative work arising
from such breakdowns and view such breakdowns as im-
portant places to look for an understanding of cooperation.
The impotice of understanding cooperative breakdowns,
however, ties in the importance of supporting such break-
downs in the design of computer technology. Failures and
problems with cooperative computer technology, as the
ones mentioned above, arise precisely when the computer
artifact leaves no support for hantig breakdown situa-
tions in tie flow of ~~rok Hence, we need to study and un-
derstand cooperative breakdowns in order to design for re-
cove~ from them.

THEOR!ZING THE DYNAMICS OF COOPERATIVE
lVORK
As a social psychological theory focusing on the develop
menti transformations and dynamics in collective human
work activity, Activity Theory seems to provide appropri-
ate conceptutizations, suited for analyzing cooperative
work its dynamic transformation, and the importance of
coopetive breakdowns.

Activity Theory’
The tidamenti unit of analysis in Activity Theory (Am
is the human activjg, ctied out by an active subject.
Every activity is specific and activities are distinguished
from each other by their respective objects. It is the activ-
ity’s object &at gives it a spec~c direction, i.e. is the ob-
jective of the activity. The notion of object in AT is not
~iited to physical entitiex the prestigious position as a
neurosurgeon is an example of an ided and cultura~y de-
fined objec~ and becoming a neurosurgeon can hence be
an objective for a medical intern. Human activities are al-
ways embedded withii a socio-ctitural contex~ of other
humans and work activities thus always take place within
some community Ofpractice. AT describes cooperation as
a collaborattie acthj~, with one objective, but distributed
onto seve~ actors, each performing one or more actjons
according to the overall and shared objective of the work
The relationship between the individuals work activity
and the work activities of his fellow workers is subject to a
division of work and is re=dated by different more or less
expficit rules and norms – e.g. that the surgeon can use
nurses to assist the operation but not the anesthesiologist
[8].

Human activity is always mediated by artifacts. These arti-
facts have been adopted and developed in ways so that

1 Some centi references to Activity Theory are Leontjev
[16], Engestr6m [S]. Kuutti [15] has introduced Activity
Theory in the field of CSCW and seved inspirations for
using Activity fieory in the design of computer systems
can be found in the book edited by Nardi [1S]. Further
elaboration on the use of AT as a foundation for CSCW
research md design is presented in [5].

they can mediate certain activities within a community of
practice and an artifact hence becomes an intrinsic part of
this community. For example, the surgical instruments
used within a surgical department are mediators for oper-
ating on a patient, and they have been developed and spe-
ciaked according to many years of experiences within the
practice of the specific surgical speciality. Vygots& ex-
tended the notion of mediation by artifacts to include psy-
chological artifacts. Examples of more psychological arti-
facts used at surgical departments are the different operat-
ing procedures, heuristics, individual and collective expe-
riences, medical concepts and scientific results and meth-
ods. Vygotsky emphasized signs and language as psycho-
logical artifacts mediating activity directed toward other
humans. A psychological artifact is subject to the same so-
ci~cultural rules of development as any other artifact.

Levels of a Collaborative Activ~
AT identifies a three level hierarchical structure of a col-
laborative activity [9]: co-ordmated, co-operative, and co-
constructive collaborative activity.

The co-ordinated aspect of work captures the normal and
routine flow of interaction. ti co-ordinated work the vari-
ous actors are gathered together to act upon a common
objec~ but their individual actions are only externally re-
lated to each other. kdividuals are following their scripted
roles, each concentrating on the successful performance of
their assigned actions. The script is coded in written rules,
in plans, in schedules, or in tacitly assumed traditions and
norms. These scripts coordinate the participants’ actions as
if from behind their backs, without being questioned or
discussed [9]. h this sense the actors are passive partici-
pants – not active subjects, but “wheels in the organiza-
tional machinery” [15]. Co-ordination ensures that an ac-
tivity is working in harmony with its surrounding activi-
ties. Characterizing the relationship among the activities as
sternal means that each actor might actually be working
together to achieve a common object, e.g. treatment of a
patient, but they do not relate to the common objective of
their activity. The subjects only realize the whole of the
activity from the point of view of their individual activity.

By co-operathe collaborative work is meant a mode of
intemction in which the actors, instead of each focusing on
perfoming their assigned actions and roles, they focus on
a common object and thus share the objective of the col-
laborative activity. With regard to the common object,
each actor has to balance his own actions with the actions
of his partners, and it might even be necessary to influence
his partners’ actions, with regard to achieving the common
task

k co-operative activity the object is stable and generally
agreed upon. However the means for realizing the activity
might not be present or known. Such means are primarily
the script revealing a distribution of the activity onto sev-
eral actions and actors, and the mediating artifacts. This
does not mean that the artifacts necessarily have to be con-
structed (fabricated) as such. It merely means that an arti-
fact is not recognized as a mediator in the action but
merely exist as an object in the world. As a part of realiz-
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ing a cooperative activity these means have to be estab-
lishe~ i.e. fznding an appropriate distribution of the activ-
iv and finding appropriate ficts that can be turned into
mediating took.

The important difference between coordinated and coop-
erative work is the sharing of the objective, which enables
the participants in the distributed activity to relate to each
other and make corrective adjustment to their own and
other’s actions according to the overall objective of the
collective activity. k tils sense the participants are active
subjects within the collaborative activity.

h a hospital, for example, the collaboration between the
ward and the L5tchen concerning the food for patients can
take form as both coordinated as well as cooperative work
If the kitchen ordy responds to the requests from the war~
without taking into consideration the motive of the health-
care professionals of treating tie patient we trdk about c~
ordinated work activities. However, if the kitchen shares
tie motive of treating the patient with the ward we tak
about coopentive work h the later case, the sharing of the
moti\7e enables the kitchen to adjust their activity not only
to the request but dso to the overa~ motive. Hence, if the
ward orders the norznd dinner for a patient with a cardi-
ological ilkess and the khchen knows that the menu is
rather tiz the kitchen staff is able to make an ad hoc cor-
rection of the request or contact the ward to discuss
whether tils is a good diet according to the overall motive
of treating the patient

By co-consticitie collaborative activity is meant interac-
tions in which the actors focus on re-concepturdizing their
own organization and interaction in relation to their shared
objects. Both the object and the script are re-
conceptuafize~ as is the interaction between the partici-
pants [9]. At tils level of co~aborative activity the object
of work is not stable – or is not even existing – and there-
fore h= to be collectively constructe~ i.e. co-constructed
The community asks questions We “What is the meaning
of this problem in the first place? Why are we trying to
solve it – and who benefits from its solution? How did the
problem emerge – who created it and for what purpose? Is
the objective still relevant or has the whole activity become
obsolete~

Transitions to the cmconstructive level of collaboration are
seldom in the ongoing flow of my work actions [9]. At-
tempts to re-or=tize and re-construct work @ically take
place on an organizational level. For instance, by intro-
ducing tie concept of “Patient Focused Hospitals” at one
of the hospitis involved in the projec~ the patient treat-
ment and care was being re-conceptua~ied from a rationrd
adzniiistrativ-economic model of patient treatment orga-
nized around separated departments to a more hofistic and
systemic oriented model of patient treatment organized
around teams of hedthcme professionals.

h the analysis of collaborative activities according to these
three levels it must be emphasized that m activity cannot
be said to exist on one level done. The levels of co-
ordination, co-operation, and cmconstmction are analytical
disti~~tions of tie same collaborative activity. This means

that an analysis of even the most routinized work, seem-
ingly only realized as coordinated individual actions, must
also be analyzed in terms of co-operation and co-
construction. Hence, the routinized work has been con-
structed by someone at some point of time as a way to
achieve some common object through cooperation. There
are examples of work actions that seem totally without
purpose and without any reasonable objective – for in-
stance, filling out forms in a bureaucracy. But this does not
mean that the levels of cooperation and co-constmction do
not exist. It only means that the common objective and the
means for work have achieved a tacit status within an or-
ganimtion. To filly analyze a cooperative work activity,
we therefore need to look at it from a cultural-historical
perspective in order to reveal its different components and
how the common objec~ the means for work and the use of
these means are established within a community overtime.

Dynamic Transformation between the Levels of Col-
laborative Activities
Central to the notion of hierarchical levels of an activity is
the notion of dynamic transformation bemeen the levels.
The transformations are tied to the stability of the means of
work and the object of work. Basically, the upward trans-
formation is caused by reflections on the means for doing
the work or reflections on the object of work itself. Such
reflections can be sparked either because of a breakdown
or by deliberate shzfi of focus. The downward transforma-
tion is caused by resolving contradictions and problems,
and re-embodying the resolution in the lower level. The
dynamics are illustrated in figure 1.

Co*onstruction

Reflectbn on the

Ii

Impbmentatbn: Stabilizing
Ob~ctof Wok the Objectof Work

Co-opemtion

Reflectbn on the
Ii

Routnizatfon:Stebiiting
MeansofWork the Meansof Work

Coordination

Figure 1: The Dynamics of Cooperative Work

Reflection on the means of work: The coordhated flow of
wor~ where each actor relates only to the externalized ac-
tions of his fellow actors, relies on stable means of work –
i.e. stable scripts, rules, and artifacts. However, these
means of work might need to be cooperatively re-
established according to the object of work – either be-
cause of a coordination breakdown or because of deliber-
ate re-conceptualization of the way the work is achieved
currently. At a hospital, for example, most requests for X-
ray examinations were routine cases (e.g. simple X-ray
picture of the skeleton), done merely based on the infor-
mation written at the requisition. k some problematic
cases, however, a closer cooperation between the physician
and the radiologist was necessary in order to establish ex-
actly what kind of radiology examination would provide
the best means of establishing a exact diagnosis.

Routinization works in the opposite direction by re-
establishing co-ordinated work where the means for col-
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laboration are stabi~ie~ i.e. the way hat collaborative ac-
tions are distributed withii a community, the ties guiding
the work and the mediating tools reatig the actions. h
tixs transformation it is essentird to ensure that everybody
knows their part of the script and how to coordinate their
work with others. For example, introducing new requisi-
tion forms or computer-based systems are new means of
work, and hence need to be incorporated in the co-
ordinated flow of routinized work

ReJection on the object of ~vork- Co-ordinated and co-
operative work re~es on a stable work objective. Trans-
formation to tie co-constructive level of collaboration is
necessary when the objective becomes unstable witii the
collaborating ensemble – as a result of either a cooperation
breal~o%l’nor because of detibemte re-conceptnrdiition of
tie object of work At hospitis, for instance, cooperation
breakdowns often occur due to limited resources or con-
flicting motives. For example, balancing the needs for pa-
tient treatmen~ admiitratiou and the obfi=~tion to con-
duct research can cause breakdowns in the cooperation at a
hospiti. Such breakdowns cause a department to re-
concepturdize their objects of work and try to resolve con-
flicting motives and viewpoints among the employees.

lmplementatioyl: Stabilizing such conmoversies in the co-
construction of a common objective is essentird, if the ob-
ject is to be rerdiied Answering a question We ‘?vhat are
we doing, and why? needs to be resolved before the coop-
eration can proceed ~Is implementation process stabi-
Yies the common objective of the activity. For example,
the degee to which the individti physician should attend
to the social background of the different patients was ofien
a matter of balancing such concerns with the ltilted
amount of resources in terms of physicians, nurses, beds,
radiology timeslots, money, etc. men a common objec-
tive is stabiied it is ready to be shared by the participants
in tie community. ~ls creates the need for communicat-
ing and ensuring commitment to thii common objective.

The Role of Theory in CSCW
After having presented these basic tenets of AT, we are
now equipped with some analytical concepts, which can
help us address the core questions raised in the beginning
of the paper. We have exTanded our concepts on coopem-
tive work to include co-ordinated as well as co-construc-
tive work and we have provided concepts for analyzing
and understanding the dynamics inherent to coopemtive
work includins breakdowns.

But before turning to the hospiti case, it might however be
appropriate to shortly d~cuss the role of theory within a
desi=~ discipline, such as CSCW. Activity theory views
theories (including itsel~ as special kinds of artifacts (c.f
[1S]). This imp~es that a theory is to be judged upon its
contribution to a systematic exTansion of possible actions
withii a particular practice. The crucial question is not
whether the tieo~ provides an ‘objective representation’
of reality, but whether the particular practice in question
can be informed-in the original sense of the word of ‘give
character or form to’ – by using the geneti propositions of
the theory. Hence, the relevant question to ask is whether

the practices concerning the design of computer support
for cooperative work have been, or can be, informed by the
presented activity theoretical kework, and in what way.
The aim of the rest of the paper is to demonstrate, that the
tiework has helped inform the analysis and design made
withii the hospiti project ad hence hopefilly can inform
other design endeavors as well.

THE SAIK-PROJECT
Due to the centralized and specialized nature of modem
medical work, one of the main problems within Danish
hospitals today is to coordinate distributed patient treat-
ment. The p~ose of the SAK2 project was to investigate
how coordination and planning of patient care happens to-
day – both with and without computer support – and based
on these investigations to reveal how coordination can be
supported by computer technology. The PATI~T SC~D-
~ER (see figure 3) is a prototype that illustites how work
withii a hospital can be coordinated by computers within
and between departments. The methods for data collection
involved workplace studies based on traditional qualitative
methods; qualitative interviews, participative observations
of daily work at the hospitals, and studies of different
documents, records and other tools (cf. [19]). The data
analysis was done by transcribing interviews, by drawing
dflerent rich pictures of the flow of documents within the
hospital and by writing detailed scenarios describing the
current work practice. Field studies were made in 5 hospi-
tals. Two of these hospitals were incorporated in the par-
ticipato~ design process of the PAn~T SC~DUER, ap-
plying techniques such as fiture workshops, cooperative
prototyping session, and organizational games (c.f [10]).

The following analysis of the dynamics in work is based
on investigations OCand design in cooperation with, a sur-
gical department for urinary surgery, named U (a pseudo-
nym). Department U consists of a surgical clinic with 6
operating rooms, an outpatient clinic, 3 wards, a uroscopy
laboratory, and the secretariat containing a planning office.
At U the PAT~T SCMDWER ~S) was designed to sup-
port the planning and scheduling of operation, and to sup-
port the request and booking of examination at other de-
partments, e.g. at radiology and at different laboratories.
For each operation apatient appointment is made in PS, to
which is allocated different resourca, such as a surgeon, a
team of nurses, an operating room, etc. For each resource a
calendar can be shared among different users with differ-
ent levels of access rights. If certain types of appointments
are made frequently – for instance a certain we of opera-
tion – an appointment template can be made, save~ and re-
used in later cases. These templates can be combined into a
program, which is a collection of templates needed in a
particular treatment. A program can for instance consist of
the necessary radiology examinations, the operation itselfi
and subsequent intensive care treatment. men the sched-
ule has been made it can be used in the coordination of
work at the surgical clinic and different status colors can

2 SAK is a Danish abbreviation for “Collaborative kfor-
matics in Clinical Practice.”
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be attached to each operation in order to reveal the state-
of-affairs for each opemtion. PS dso supports easy re-
schedu~ig if changes to the plan have to be made during
tie by.

ANALYZING THE DYNAMICS OF COLLABORATIVE
ACTIV~lES
k this section we shall analyze the hi@y coopemtive ac-
tivities swounding the operation of a patient based on the
~ewrork presented above. We sha~ not focus on the ac-
tivity of operating a patient as such, but concentrate on the
activities, which ensure that the operations can be success-
fully achieved – such as planning, schedu~ig, synchroni-
zation and coordination of the numerous actors involved
in the operations. The section seeks to show how the pre-
sented ~ewrork can inform the amdysis of cooperative
activities, by concep~g, and thereby iden~g, dti-
ferent aspect and dynamics of coopemtive work

We shall analyze tiee important examples of the dynamic
transitions between the levels of a collaborative activity.
The examples are labeled ~ B, and C and are frustrated in
frame 2.

Co-or&nated , @operative 1tionstmctive
I I
I I

>i
1

[>
I
1
I

I

I

1
1
1 1

I 1

1

I

Fi&re 2: Examples of ~arnic T-itions

k Transition from co-ordinated workto co-operation
and back
The routineflow of operations at U is co-ordinated based
on the operation schedule, which reveals which patients to
operate when, where, and by who @e. surgeom anesthesi-
ologis~ and scrub nurses). Based on this schedde, the head
nurse is responsible for synchronizing the different opera-
tions and the actions involved in each. For instance, en-
suring tiat the patien~ the anesthesiologis~ the surgeon,
and the intensive care unit are “ready at the right place at
the ri~ht time”. This coordination is extremely important
ensuring that the operations are done in a continuous
rh>m leaving the surgicrd sti in the operating room to
concentrate on&e operation ise~

However, during the day unforeseen difficulties and con-
s~ts arises – e.g. complications during an operation, pa-
tients not being ready for operation, and ilkess among

staff. Such co-ordination breakdowns imply that relevant
staff engage in a co-operative problem solving activity
trying to accommodate the problems. When a solution to
the problem has been reached it is routinized back into the
normal co-ordmated flow of work. This is typically done
by re-schedu~ig the operations, creating a new schedule to
be used as a coordinator, or is done by re-allocating e.g.
scrub nurses to other operating rooms.

The creation of the schedule is done by the “operation
planner (a secretary), who schedules the operations based
on a referral letter from the general practitioner and a “dis-
persal note” from the surgeon in charge of the admission of
patients. The operation planner schedules a suitable time
for the operation, taking into consideration all the con-
straints that have to be considered in the different cases;
e.g. ensuring a vacant bed at one of the wards, that the ap-
propriate radiology and laboratory examinations can be
made in time for the operation, and finding a time for the
operation according to the surgeon’s other commitments.
Hence, normal planning of operations takes place as co-
ordinated work where both the means for work and the
object of work is stable. The object of work is stable in the
sense that the operation is prescribed via the referral letter. ;.
The means are stable in the sense that a strict division of >
work among departments, occupational groups, and indi-
viduals exists: there are fied rules and norms for how to
schedule certain types of operations and to put others on
the waiting Iisc and standard artifacts exists to mediate this .
scheduling (the operation book, the telephone, etc.). k
these routine cases the operation planner could do most of
the planning herself.

Not infrequently, however, the operation planner cannot
create an operation plan for a patient that meets all the con-
straints – often there are simply not enough resources
available at U or at the radiology department within the
time ties set up by the surgeon. Therefore the planner
needs to engage in a co-operative effort with the surgeon in
order to find another acceptable plan based on his knowl-
edge about the operation and her knowledge of the re-
source constraints within the hospital. This type of coop-
eration has been institutionalized within U in the so-called I ;
“Wednesday meeting”. Here the head surgeon in charge of
schedu~ig operations, the head nurse of the wards, and the -
operation planner meets once a week to co-operatively ‘.
schedule all the ‘hard cases’ that the operation planner has
not been able to schedule on her own, and any free tirne-
slots are filled in with patients from the waiting list.

B: Transition from co-operative work to co-
construction and back
Because the surgical staff needs to concentrate on the op-
eration, transitions to the co-constructive level of collabo-
ration are rare in the daily flow of operations – the surgeon
and the nurse do not start questioning the purpose of op-
erations while the patient is on the table! However, transi-
tions to co-construction did happen occasionally at the sur-
geons’ morning conference. The morning conference at U
was the primary place for co-operation among the sur- ,
geons, and between the surgeons and the radlologisk, who
participated in the conference. The coopemtion was pri- 5 “
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marily focused on the different operations and patients, but
~so more geneml concerns for the way the work was done
at U were addressed And sometimes thii was questioned
loudy. For example, the distribution of av~able operation
rooms among surgeons gives room for cotilcts, because
their professional career is closely connected to the op-
erations they are petiorming. Also the issue of lack of re-
sources at radiolo=~ was often raised (the radiologist being
there) with the ar=-ents that the cost of a simple radiol-
oB7 examination is incompamble with the extensive cost of
postponing an operation. Radiolog was asked to rearrange
their flotations in order to comply to the demand for ex-
aminations.

me resolution to such co-construction of the object of
work has subsequently to be implemented in the collabo-
rative activi~ of schedtiig operations. Hence, if U man-
aged to get more radiology resources dlocate~ this alloc-
ation was to be incorporated in the operation planner’s
scheduling tools (the booking book and her knowledge of
available resources at radiology). It is often *O the case
that such allocations are dedicated to special operations, or
even surgeons, and this decision simiiarly needs to be im-
plemented in the collaborative work of schedtig. StiI-
lmly, the operation planner needs to know the distribution
of operating rooms among surgeons.

C: Expanding co-ordinated work through co-
constmction
A frequent complaint from the scrub nurses was that the
operation schedtie was too optimistic. Caused by the in-
evitable contingencies arising in such deticate work op-
erations often took longer than schedule~ hence leading
tie surgical team to work overtime. ~ turned out to be a
bigger problem for the nwses than the surgeons, the former
having a more rigid se=-entation between working and
leisure time (cf. ako [24]). ~ problem was wefl-known
withii the departmen~ and before our investigations were
Wltiate& seved attempts had been done to cooperatively
settle these problems. Especially the Wednesday meeting
was a forum for this cooperative effort into making more
‘vtil& schedties. me problem nevertheless persisted As a
part of the participatory design process in the SAK pr~
jec~ we therefore tiltiated a co-constructive workshop
with the purpose of addressing Wls particular problem [4].
~ls workshop revealed several rather deeply rooted prob-
lems that lead to the overall problem of too optimistic
schedules. For example, the fict that neither of the persons
involved in tie Wednesday meeting ever actudIy saw how
their schedties were carried OULand the lack of institu-
tionrdiied channeIs of feedback to the schedfig team and
the operation planner, were identified as fundamental
causes of the problem. h~oreover, the problem was deeply
rooted in tie depwent’s organizadond ctiture and pofi-
tics. Hence, tie surgeons9 conception of the job of the OP
eration planner was that she was planning “on behati of
them” and that she therefore primarily had to comply to
their concerns. Furthermore, each surgeon was dewed to
schedule “his own patients”, which ofien was done without
the necess~ understanding of the oved picture, again

leading to too tight schedules. An often heard phrase was
that a “patient needed to be squeezed into the schedule?’

~ese problems were identified during the workshop and
solutions were constructed and decided upon. For example,
in the fiture the head nurse from the surgical clkic was in-
vited to the Wednesday meetings too, and the operation
planner was to be moved from the secretariat to the clinic,
in this way being able to see how “her” plans actually
played out. Moreover, a new organintional rule was es-
tablished no one was allowed to schedule operations after
a ‘one-week-deadline’ on their own, but had to consult the
operation planner, having her to do it. ~is rule, however,
was bound to fail if it was not implemented correctly; a
surgeon does not take orders from a secretary. ~erefore, a
considerable effort went into a cooperative implementation
of these new ways of scheduling operations, involving all
relevant personnel. After this co-operative effort, the new
way of scheduling was to be routinized into new standard
ways of scheduling, and the operation planner had to be-
come accustomed to sitting at the highly hectic clinic
rather that in the more silent secretariat.

A point to be emphasized in this example is that even
,.

though this co-constructive collaborative effort might seem
removed from the scheduling itself, it becomes essential to
view it as a part of the same activity, exactly because it
helps us improve the scheduling activity. And helping im-
prove collaborative activities (also by applying computer
technology), is definitely a goal of CSCW.

DESIGNINGFOR THE DYNAMICSOF COLLABORATIVE
ACTIVITIES
me first and foremost conclusion to be drawn from the
present understanding of collaborative work activities is to
design for supporting the different levels of collaboration, ,
and design for supporting the dynamic transformation of
tie work between the levels – once identified.

Communication is the primary way in which collaborative
activities are accomplished by humans in a social setting,
whether focused on coordination, cooperation, or co-
construction and re-conceptualization. ~is explains that
computer-based communication technology – such as
electronic mail and conference systems – is the most suc-
cessful catego~ of CSCW application to date [11]. How-
ever, problems with communication technologies do
emerge. Robinson [20] notes that the main complaint
against the Coordinator has been that it seems to exclude
negotiation, or – to put in our words – that it does not SUP-
port a transition to the co-constructive level of collabora-
tion.

However, the object of work is often not solely communi-
cative; work cannot be achieved by just tatig about it.
~erefore, computer technology needs to support both the
instrumental as well as the communicative aspects of work
– both the ‘doing’ and the ‘taking’. Hence, the second ●

conclusion to be drawn is to integrate support for different
levels of collaboration within support for the object of
work as such. ~ese two conclusions can be illustrated by
some examples taken from the PATT~T SC=D~ER. Fig- ,.
ure 3 shows a screenshot. !.
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Fjewe 3: me PA- Scmmm. ‘K is a surgical dep~enc and ‘Wtgen’ means Wdiology.

Coupting communication w-th the obj=t of work
tixtisdly the PAH S=Dn~ ody suppotied the crea-
tion of one operation plq which imptied that the plan
could not be changed during its execution – i.e. during the
operations. However, based on the anrdysis of the dynamic
re-schedtiing of operations due to diverse contingencies
arising in the work (see example A), this design had to be
changed ~erefore, the PA~W SC~~ER was re-
designed to support the transition to the c~operative level
of coordinating the operations by allowing ad hoc re-
schedtiig during execution. Ftiermore, suppofi for
asynchronous communication through message notes was
introduced into the design as away to conunticate to oth-
ers the need or reason for changes to the pla

Example A rdso described the case of the operation planner
nnd tie surgeon engagtig in a cooperative effort aiming at
findiig a satisfactory operation plan for a patient One of
the main problems at U was that when the operation plan-
ner got stuck and hence needed to coopemte with the sur-
geo% tie surgeon was ofien opemting and thus inaccessi-
ble. Asynchronous cornrnunicatiou as in electronic mail,

wodd be a solution to this problem. However, after some
initial experiments with using the notes as email, this sug-
gestion was abandoned; notes detached from the concrete
case, as described in the referral letter and other relevant
documents, simply did not provide enough information to ~
foster any cooperation. me notes in the PAm~
SC-UER were hence extended to be attachable to the ; ,.
different cases and operations. Of course these notes did
not tiuence the accessibili~ of the surgeon, but they did
provide a more flexible way of coupling communication ‘
with the case in question (i.e. the object of work). ~-

1

Cooperation through sharing the object of work
me main prerequisite for engaging in cooperative problem
solving is to share the objects of work as e.g. illustrated in
the hospital kitchen example. Basically, the PAn~T
S=DWER has been designed to support sharing as much
as possible. By sharing their resource schedules radiology \ ~
gives the surgical department an opportunity to coopera-
tively plan their operations not only according to their own !
concerns, but also according to the distribution of exami-
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nations at radiology. Simiiar with other departments. Con-
sequently, by sharing resource schedties, U and radioIogy
has the shared basis for establishing a more optimrd (in the
sense optirnd for boti parts) plan through coopemtion and
cornmunicatio~

h a S-mtiar way the operation schedtie used in the coordi-
nation of work at the c~ic can be shared. This makes for
considerable ease in the tiny cooperation among the many

peopIe involved in operating patients. By just monitoring
the progress of operations, as evident in different status
colors and changes to the schedtie, the distributed sticm
coordinate their work according to the operations, i.e. ac-
cording to this representation of the object of work Hence,
the ward can start preparing the nexl patient for operation
when they see the previous has been marked ‘tihe$ on
tie schedde and tie surgeon can see when the patient has
been anesthetized and postpone his entrance to the opera-
tion room ti then.

Suppotiing c-construction of the object of work
Analyzing the activity of schedtig and coordinating op
erations ‘dl the way up’ to the cmconstrnctive level (ex-
ample B aud C) dso helped us initiate design actions di-
rected towards supporting this level. ~s was, however,
not at dl trivial. It quic~y turned out that supporting co-
constructive activities – mwering question concerning the
ovedl objectives of operating patients ‘mDenmwk – were
out of the scope of the project However, what cotid be de-
signed for was to provide input to such c+constmctive ac-
tivities. One of tie main problems of ‘invti& operation
scheddes (see example C) was the lack of some accurate
information on the average duration of an operation ac-
cording to the involved staff, especially the surgeon.
Therefore, the discussion involved in the cmconstructive
workshop became meaningless without just some sense of
vtid information on the object of work i.e. information on
how much delay each operation had compared to the
schedde. Hence, an important feature in the design of
PAm Scmm was to save both the schedtie and the
actually completion of the operations, which later provided
the data for making comparison and statisticrd information
on average operation time, etc.

~ls exnmple hence i~ns~tes the importance of incorpm
rating a concern for the three levels of any coopemtive ac-
tivity in the design of CSCW technologies, even though
they might not be supported as suck

Supporting ‘downward transitions between levels of
collaboration
The examples above show how the PA~ S~wER
supports the ‘upw’ar$ transition between the Ievek of col-
laborative activity. However, supporting the ‘downwar&
transition – i.e. implemenhtion and routinization – is
equrdly important A partictiarly severe difficulty at the
hospiti, and one of the reasons for the recurrent natnre of
some of tie presented problems, was to implement the de-
cisions made in these cmconstructive sessions. h the co-
construction of the cooperation between U and mdiology
(example B), there is a need for implementing the alloca-
tions decided upo~ and in the example of co-constructing
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the sched~g activi& towards more ‘vrdid’ schedules (ex-
ample C), there is a need for routiniziig the new schedul-
ing practice. The PAm SC~D~ER supports the former
through timeslot allocations on shared resource calendars,
and the later through the creation and use of templates and
programs for operations. Hence, when an allocation of ra-
diology examinations to U has been decided upon, this de-
cision can be implemented in the PAmT SC~DmER,
and the operation planner and the surgeons can start using
these allocations without the tiresome negotiation with ra-
diology in each case. Creating a template for an particular
operation for a particular surgeon helps routinize the crea-
tion of fair schedties, because the template reveals (among
other things) the average time used by tis particular sur-
geon to perform this particular operation. This can of
course be changed if the surgeon and the operation planner
co-operatively decide that more or less time is needed in a
concrete case.

CONCLUSION
This paper has argued for the need for addressing the dy-
namics of cooperative work and provided a theoretical
solid framework for doing so. This framework identifies
three basic levels of any collaborative activi~ – co-
ordmate& co-operative, and co-constructive collaborative
activity – and the dynamic transitions between these levels
in terms of reflections andor breakdowns, implementation,
and routinization. The paper has argued that this framew-
ork helps conceptualize, md thereby analyze and design
for cooperative work and its inherent dynamic nature. This
point was illustrated through an empirical case of design-
ing computer support for coordinating surgical operations
within Danish hospitrds. The framework helped us under-
stand the dynamic nature of cooperative work, and to de-
sign computer systems, which view cooperative break-
downs not as a problem but as an important aspect of all
work and therefore as an important resource in the design
of such technologies.

The two main conclusions concerning design of computer
support for cooperative work are to (i) support collabom-
tive work activities at all three levels, and the dynamic
transition between the Ievek, and (ii) integrate this support
for dynamic cooperation in the support for the object of
work Hence, support for co-constmction of the planning
and scheduling activity at department U should be inte-
grated in the support for schedfig and planning as such.

A fial conclusion to be drawn from this conceptual under-
standing of cooperative work and the presented study in
the hospitals is that external intervention from e.g. action
researchers or consultants can provide the platform for a
development and co-construction of a working community.
Moreover, the design of computer systems supporting
some particular work-practice within an organization is es-
sentially a co-construction of that work practice, and de-
mands, as such, a concern for implementing and routiniza-
tion to be viewed as a part of the same design effort.
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